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Mrs Édith Cloutier

REGROUPEMENT DES CENTRES D’AMITIÉ
AUTOCHTONES DU QUÉBEC
Dear members and partners,
This past year was a period allowing the Regroupement des centres
d’amitié autochtones du Québec to continue with its actions and
work on behalf of Aboriginal citizens and to promote the expression
of a new form of First Nations citizenship. Gaining even greater status as the privileged interlocutor concerning urban issues that affect
Aboriginal people in Quebec and recognition for its leadership, the
RCAAQ made the most of the opportunities offered to the Quebec
Native Friendship Centre Movement to ensure that our voice was
heard by Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal government organizations
and by all our partners.
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A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT:

For several years, the increased Aboriginal presence in the cities
has been highly visible in Quebec. The Quebec Native Friendship
Centre Movement has given this trend concrete form, as seen in the
mobilization of new urban communities and the emergence of new
Native Friendship Centres in Saguenay and Trois-Rivières.
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The Quebec Native Friendship Centre Movement is justifiably proud
of its accomplishments and development in the area of the social
and solidarity economy, which today is a valuable part of our economic and social development. As we continue in this direction,
the Native Friendship Centres in Quebec are becoming more solidly positioned as social economy enterprises and hubs for providing
adapted front-line services in the cities which naturally draw a diversified Aboriginal population.
We are gaining more and more new information on this emerging population thanks to the work of researchers forming part of
a Community-University Research Alliance (CURA) project entitled ODENA: Aboriginal People in Quebec Cities – Identity, Mobility,
Quality of Life and Governance, which I am co-chairing. The work
being done by this research alliance is helping us to identify the
main social, demographic, cultural, political and legal trends affecting urban Aboriginal people and from there to enhance the continuum of services now being offered by the Native Friendship Centre
network.
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Known for its expertise in organizing services for urban Aboriginal
citizens, our Native Friendship Centre Movement is continually creating new spaces for exchange and debate about the issues concerning men, women, youths, children and elders from the different
Aboriginal nations in the cities, thus allowing members of the First
Peoples to make their voices heard in the urban setting, at the same
time retaining their specific identity and contributing to the civic life
around them.

Special thanks go to the RCAAQ team for its dedication, professionalism and exceptional work throughout the year. The Quebec
Native Friendship Centres and all the people on whose behalf we
are working are privileged to be able to count on such a highly engaged and devoted team.
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The Quebec Native Friendship Centre Movement is the expression of
our urban Aboriginal identity through the daily actions of the Centres
and the collaborative efforts undertaken by the Regroupement des
centres d’amitié autochtones du Québec. In this way, we are working together to ensure a voice for Aboriginal people in Quebec’s
urban setting.

I wish also to take the opportunity provided by our 32nd Annual
General Assembly to thank you for the trust you have placed in
me. It is an honour and a privilege to serve as the President of our
Movement.

Photographie: Paul Brindamour

Respectfully submitted,
The President

Édith Cloutier
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Mrs Josée Goulet

REGROUPEMENT DES CENTRES D’AMITIÉ
AUTOCHTONES DU QUÉBEC
Dear members and partners,
We gathered together in Saguenay for our 32nd Annual General
Assembly. The Quebec Native Friendship Centre Movement was
hosted by the latest Native Friendship Centre to be created in
Quebec: the Centre d’amitié autochtone du Saguenay. I am proud
to present you with our annual activities report, guided by the knowledge that each action taken by the Movement makes a difference
in ensuring the well-being of Aboriginal citizens.
2010-2011 was a year devoted to implementing actions for carrying
out our five-year strategic plan. One of our priority objectives involves strengthening our entrepreneurial capacities so that the
RCAAQ and the Native Friendship Centers will be able to identify
themselves as social economy enterprises.
We therefore looked closely at our methods of governance and evaluated our human resources needs from the perspective of ensuring
that we could achieve our strategic objectives. We also updated
our corporate image, which expresses our vision as follows:
The Regroupement des centres d’amitié autochtones du
Québec is made up of Aboriginal citizens engaged as part
of their communities with the power to influence the public
sphere in Quebec and works to promote access to the resources the urban Aboriginal communities need to enhance
their quality of life.
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A WORD FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:

Our findings have served to guide the RCAAQ in developing and
implementing innovative and proactive strategies.
This year, we were invited to take part in new discussion venues, including some organized by universities and the pre-budget consultations organized by the Quebec Finance Department. These new
forums serving for the exchange of ideas are allowing us to defend
the rights and interests of Aboriginal citizens and to influence the
decision-making that affects us.
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In addition, our analysis of the trends showed us that we must innovate and develop in new ways to meet the increasingly important
demands of the urban Aboriginal populations in different cities. The
greater demands being observed stem from the growth of these
populations.

With these actions, we are hoping to contribute to the emergence
of an Aboriginal civil society, made up of engaged Aboriginal citizens with the power to influence the public sphere in Quebec.
Finally, my congratulations go to our team for its excellent work in a
context of change management!
I wish to thank the Board of Directors and all the members of the
team for the trust and confidence they showed in taking on the
many challenges that marked this past year.

Photographie: Paul Brindamour

Enjoy your reading!
Executive Director

Josée Goulet
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The Native Friendship Centre Movement has been present at the national level for nearly sixty (60) years. There are 118 Native Friendship
Centres in Canada working with the urban Aboriginal population.
The Centres are members of the National Association of Friendship
Centres (NAFC).
The Movement has been active in Quebec for more than forty (40)
years and there are ten (10) Native Friendship Centres in Quebec
today. Their mission is to improve the quality of life of Aboriginal
people, promote culture and build bridges for mutual understanding among peoples. The Native Friendship Centres thus work daily to foster better understanding of the issues, challenges and problems facing the urban Aboriginal population.
Guided by a holistic philosophy of empowerment, the Native
Friendship Centres are urban service institutions based on a cultural
and community approach and on the principles of the social economy.
The Native Friendship Centres in Quebec are located in Montreal,
Val-d’Or, Chibougamau, La Tuque, Senneterre, Québec, Sept-Îles,
Joliette (Lanaudière) and Saguenay, with a centre for Trois-Rivières
under development.

DEVELOPMENT OF OUR NETWORK
At its previous annual general meeting, the RCAAQ welcomed a
new member to our network, the Centre d’amitié autochtone du
Saguenay (CAAS). The CAAS was created in response to the needs
expressed by the Aboriginal citizens of Saguenay; as such, it is the
culmination of sustained and concerted efforts by First Nations
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THE NATIVE FRIENDSHIP CENTRE MOVEMENT

There is also a project underway to create the Centre d’amitié autochtone de Trois-Rivières (CAATR). The RCAAQ has conducted a
needs assessment to evaluate the mobilization of the Aboriginal
citizens in Trois-Rivières and to identify the needs of the Aboriginal
people who live in or go to that city. The purpose of this needs assessment is to assist in the organization of services for Aboriginal
people in the region.
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members and partners in the Saguenay region. Many Aboriginal
people go to Saguenay region for various reasons, e.g., receive an
education, obtain healthcare services, seek a better quality of life
and better job opportunities, etc. Saguenay is thus an important
crossroad for First Nations citizens.

Despite the development of our network, one of the challenges
we continue to face is that of obtaining core funding for the stable
operations of the Native Friendship Centres, whether already existing, under development or in the start-up phase. The Aboriginal
Friendship Centre Program (AFCP) ensures only a part of the funding
of operations for six of the Quebec Native Friendship Centres.
Therefore, the new Centres such as the Centre d’amitié autochtone
du Saguenay (CAAS) and the ones under development, i.e., the
Centre d’amitié autochtone de Sept-Îles (CAASI) and the Centre
d’amitié autochtone de Lanaudière (CAAL), cannot count on financial support from the AFCP. They must turn to other funding sponsors for their core operations. But through the efforts of the RCAAQ,
these Centres are receiving mission support funding which is provided to the Quebec Native Friendship Centres by the Secrétariat aux
affaires autochtones.
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For several years now, the presence of Aboriginal people1 in
Quebec’s cities has signified new realities and an uncharted future.
Sixteen times greater in 2008 than in 1980, the urban Aboriginal population increased an average of 70% each year between 2001
and 2006. Today, it represents more than 60% of the total Aboriginal
population in the province.
All groups combined, it is estimated that in 2010, at least 80,000
Aboriginal people lived permanently or in transit in Quebec’s cities,
with some 70% living in the regions, while Montreal and Quebec
City together accounted for 30% (Levesque, 2010).
The Aboriginal population in Quebec includes an important segment of young people which is growing at a much faster rate than
in the non-Aboriginal population. We note that 48% of First Nations,
Métis and Inuit are younger than 24, compared to 31% in the Quebec
population overall.3
1 A
 ccording to the Constitution Act, 1982, the term ‘Aboriginal’ applies to the three groups
forming the descendants of Canada’s first inhabitants, as follows: Indians (Amerindians in
Quebec), Métis and Inuit. Indians/Amerindians are the group which make the First Nations.
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada keeps a record of the registered Indian population in
the Indian Registry. Métis and Inuit are not recorded in the Indian Registry. Inuit in Quebec
live in the province’s northern region of Nunavik, while Métis do not live in the Amerindian
communities.
2 This figure of 80,000 people represents approximately 60% of the total Aboriginal population
in Quebec. As an estimate, it has been arrived at using the following aggregate data for
Quebec: 1) all persons who identified themselves as being Aboriginal (North American Indian, Métis or Inuit) for the 2006 Canadian census (108,425 people) and 2) the population of
Aboriginal communities who did not participate in the 2006 census, estimated on the basis of
data in the Indian Registry of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (approx. 25,000 people).
The figure of 60% corresponds roughly to the average Canadian proportion of the Aboriginal
population not living on the reserves. In the case of Quebec, this proportion is often given
as a low-end estimate due to the difficulties related to the recording of people in the Indian
Registry. Furthermore, these estimates do not take account of a “floating” Aboriginal population which does not make it into the various demographic compilations and which can be
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CITIZENS IN THE CITIES
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This reality is transforming the face of the cities. A large proportion
of the urban Aboriginal population comes from the communities,
adding to its diverse and cosmopolitan nature. Just as in the large
cities of western Canada, we are witnessing in our urban Aboriginal
communities the emergence of a new generation which has never
known life on a reserve and which does not necessarily fit the traditional image of Aboriginal people. Furthermore, new Aboriginal
people will be present in Quebec’s cities following the McIvor decision, which forms part of the changes being made to the urban
Aboriginal portrait. This evolving Aboriginal identity is enhancing
Quebec’s cultural wealth.

estimated as ranging from approximately 15,000 to 25,000. Furthermore, for purposes of the
upcoming application of the Gender Equity in Indian Registration Act (passed in 2010), the
figure for the urban Aboriginal population in Quebec and Canada will certainly be revised
downward.
3 Statistics Canada. Aboriginal Peoples in Canada in 2006: Inuit, Métis and First Nations, 2006
Census
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The mission of the Regroupement des centres d’amitié autochtones
du Québec (RCAAQ) is to promote the rights and interests of urban
Aboriginal people and to support the Native Friendship Centres in
carrying out their mission. The RCAAQ accordingly carries out its mission at two levels. First, it supports the development and implementation of province-wide projects and programs through the technical advice, support and resources it provides the member Centres
to assist them in accomplishing their missions. Secondly, the RCAAQ
carries out representation activities on behalf of the Centres, establishes partnerships at the provincial and national levels, and encourages joint action and exchanges between the Quebec First
Nations and various government and Aboriginal organizations.
This combined mission of support and representation, which the
RCAAQ has carried out in Quebec for more than 30 years beginning in 1976, allows us to obtain an overview of all the challenges
that urban Aboriginal citizens might have to face. Our mission has
given us greater knowledge of their needs. Finally, our experience
over the years has allowed us to develop significant expertise in
the development and delivery of services, support and referrals for
Aboriginal people in Quebec’s urban centres. .
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The RCAAQ’s role in provincial coordination is to support the Quebec
Native Friendship Centre network in achieving their mission as well
as to provide member Centres with technical advice, assistance
and resources. We thus promote the development and implementation of adapted and culturally relevant projects and programs for
the Quebec Native Friendship Centres, and support the Centres in
their management and governance.
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PROVINCIAL COORDINATION

It is within this context that the RCAAQ provides provincial coordination for the development of tools and of the reference frameworks
necessary for their implementation. Its work in this regard also includes follow-up and evaluation of projects and programs.
Coordination is carried in collaboration with the Centres and our
funding sponsors. It is thus essential that we promote good governance and administrative/financial management practices within the Native Friendship Centre network to ensure the success of
projects and programs. We accordingly encourage the use of the
Good Practices Guide as a resource tool for our network. It allows the
Native Friendship Centres to strengthen their capacities for dealing
with the issues and challenges we face and to consolidate our structures, thereby ensuring our development and sustainability.
It also serves to support the Native Friendship Centres at the local
level according to the needs which are expressed during our annual
monitoring visits or according to specific requests that are made to
us. During the year, members of our team went to the Centres to
work with their executive directors and boards of directors as means
of supporting the management and governance of our network.
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The RCAAQ is also responsible for the healthy management of
the Aboriginal Friendship Centre Program (AFCP) and its Official
Languages component. To do so, we support the Native Friendship
Centre network in their delivery of services to Aboriginal citizens.
Our work is seen in the support and accompaniment we provide for
local mobilization and start-up of Native Friendship Centres, along
with our consulting services to assist in the implementation of good
management and governance practices. We intervene according
to specific requests from our Centres and we adapt our services to
their needs.

OFFICIAL LANGUAGES COMPONENT
The Official Languages component ensures communication in the
two official languages for the Native Friendship Centre Movement.
The RCAAQ manages requests for translation and revision of documents, which it then distributes to its members and partners. In its
role as a provincial organization, the RCAAQ also ensure that the
tools developed for the Centres, along with all studies and research
documents that it publishes, are available in French and English.
We also organize simultaneous interpretation services for our meetings and meetings of the National Association of Friendship Centres
(NAFC).
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ABORIGINAL FRIENDSHIP CENTRE PROGRAM
(AFCP) AND THE OFFICIAL LANGUAGES
COMPONENT

The RCAAQ demonstrates not only effective management of the
Official Languages component of the AFCP, but also its ability to
promote and encourage the use of French and English for its activities and the holding of events.
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Through the simultaneous interpretation services provided for various national meetings during the year, the RCAAQ promotes the
participation of all members of the Movement.

CULTURALLY RELEVANT
SERVICES
Through our Native Friendship Centre network, we offer a continuum
of more than seventy (70) culturally relevant services for Aboriginal
citizens, ranging from perinatal services for expectant mothers to
services for elders.

Cultural Connections for Aboriginal Youth (CCAY)
In 2010-2011, our network sponsored eight projects under the Cultural
Connections for Aboriginal Youth program. The goal of these projects, which are developed by and for Aboriginal youths, is to promote leadership development among youths and to encourage
their citizen participation. These projects also serve to promote and
transmit our culture.
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The RCAAQ wishes to mention the creation of the Mikinak Coop
Project of the Inter-Tribal Youth Centre of Montreal. Through this project, Aboriginal youths learn the traditional art of Inuit sculpture and
develop their artistic talents. They also learn about the principles
involved in the management and governance of a social economy
enterprise. This is a success story we are proud to showcase!

AHSUNC
The RCAAQ piloted phase III of the provincial AHSUNC project in
collaboration with the Public Health Agency of Canada and the
Val-d’Or Native Friendship Centre. The project’s success was due
to close collaboration and effective communication among all
partners.
Implementation of activities and services for children aged 0 to 6 and
their families is ensured at the local level by the Centre d’amitié autochtones de Lanaudière (CAAL), the Centre d’amitié
autochtone du Saguenay (CAAS) and the Centre
d’amitié autochtones de Sept-Îles (CAASI). This
year, our provincial project reached close to sixty
children and their families through activities held
for them at the CAAL, the CAAS and the CAASI.
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The youths in charge of these projects have shown tremendous
creativity in organizing numerous activities for more than 1,200
Aboriginal youths aged 10 to 29. Indeed, these participants are fully
involved in the planning, organization and holding of activities under the CCAY projects sponsored by our network
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The RCAAQ focuses on early intervention with children and families
as the objective of these activities. We also provide specific activities
for parents to help them get more involved in their children’s education. By offering services to children aged 0 to 6 and their families,
we are able to promote healthy development, including the acquisition of healthy lifestyle habits, among the children, at the same
time including cultural components to foster positive self-esteem.

Homework assistance
The homework assistance services offered by the
Native Friendship Centres meet Aboriginal children’s
need to belong and strengthen their cultural identity, at the same time stimulating their interest in their
education.
Over the years, the Native Friendship Centres have
become partners of the school system. In 20102011, Aboriginal students receiving the homework
assistance centres from six Centres came from 21
elementary and secondary schools in the Quebec
system (Francophone and Anglophone). Since the
implementation of the commitment in 2006, links have also been
created between the Centres and the school boards. More than
100 Aboriginal students from the Quebec school system benefited
from these homework assistance services.
The RCAAQ is counting on the support of the Ministère de l’Éducation, du Loisir et du Sport (MELS) to expand the homework assistance
service for elementary school students at all the Native Friendship
Centres in our network and to support the development of pilot projects for secondary school students.
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The partnership between the RCAAQ and the Ministère de l’Emploi
et de la Solidarité sociale du Québec (MESS) was initiated at the First
Nations Socio-Economic Forum held in Mashteuiatsh. This mutual
commitment involves supporting urban Aboriginal youths in their socio-occupational integration through the enhancement of services
available to them.
The Aboriginal Youths in Motion initiatives of the Val-d’Or Native
Friendship Centre, the Centre d’amitié autochtone de La Tuque, the
Centre d’amitié autochtone de Québec et le Centre d’amitié autochtone de Sept-Îles continued in 2010-2011. During the year, the following initiatives – Pashit project (Quebec City), Madjimakwin (Vald’Or), Amiskw (La Tuque) and Kakuss (Sept-Îles) – helped
to improve the quality of life of 29 urban Aboriginal youths
through actions to promote their occupational integration, return to school or citizen participation. The success
of these initiatives is ensured by our holistic and culturally
relevant approach, the presence of elders, the support
for socialization and the continuum of services for urban
Aboriginal youths.
For us, the success of just one student through an
Aboriginal Youths in Motion initiative has an important
multiplier effect on the urban Aboriginal communities.
These impacts are seen in the youth involved, the youth’s family and
the entire community. Aboriginal Youths in Motion thus plays an important role in our efforts to combat poverty and social exclusion.
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A Health and Social Services Model for Aboriginal
Citizens
The project to develop a health and social services model for urban
Aboriginal people, piloted by the Val-d’Or Native Friendship Centre,
came to fruition this year with the opening of the Minowé Clinic in
January 2011. This was an innovative project for ensuring adaptation
of and complementarity with the health and social services in the
Quebec health system, as identified in the joint commitment made
in 2006 between the RCAAQ and the Ministère de la Santé et des
Services sociaux.
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INNOVATIVE PROJECTS FOR OUR NETWORK

The Minowé Clinic promotes a holistic approach to health. Its objective is to improve the health of Aboriginal citizens and facilitate their
access to culturally relevant services, as well as to reduce the number of reports made to youth protection services.
It is thus a priority for the Quebec government to provide financial
support for the operations of the Minowé Clinic and also to ensure
the transfer of this urban Aboriginal health and social services to
other Quebec cities in which Native Friendship Centres are located.
The RCAAQ has been given the mandate to support the export and
adaptation of this model to the other Native Friendship Centres in
Quebec. This is a major project that will have positive impacts on our
network and our urban Aboriginal communities.
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The objective of the Utshekatak project is to improve the capacities
of the Quebec Native Friendship Centres in developing, implementing and evaluating initiatives for acquiring essential literacy skills.
The project allowed us to update the existing programs and services at the Centres and to develop a model which was culturally adapted to the needs of urban Aboriginal people. The RCAAQ
also became associated with CSMO ES AC and the First Nations
Education Council to develop a database that will be used by the
Native Friendship Centres and will serve not only to meet AFCP requirements but will also measure our impact in our regions with the
help of social indicators.

ANNONTRA
The youths in the Quebec Native Friendship Centre Movement
play an important role in the urban Aboriginal dynamic and in that
role they are enriching the Movement. To meet their needs and
concerns, the RCAAQ has developed a project for the prevention
of illegal drug use among urban Aboriginal youths in Quebec: the
Annontra project.
In concrete terms, the RCAAQ wants to stimulate a constructive dynamic for young Aboriginal citizens in Quebec’s cities. The construction of activities as alternatives to drug use comes through strategic
planning carried out by urban Aboriginal youths, leading to a welldefined action plan in the area of prevention to meet the needs
and aspirations of the youths. The project also includes training for
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Annontra is being financially supported by Health Canada’s Drug
Strategy Community Initiatives Fund (DSCIF).

TSHISHTEMAU
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youth workers at the Quebec Native Friendship Centres and a social
marketing campaign.

Renewing the traditional and sacred role
of tobacco in order to reduce smoking
among urban Aboriginal people through
the sharing of tools, training on the sacred
nature of tobacco and the running of a social marketing campaign – this is the goal
of the Tshishtemau project. Under the project in 2010-2011, workshops were held for
youths and boards of directors on sacred
tobacco and on how to make medicine
bags. The year also included a forest outing without smoking in the Atikamekw territory, in which all the Centres were invited
to participate, and the start-up of a social marketing
campaign for creating youths’ awareness under the
theme of: Tobacco is sacred so is life! Let’s put a stop
to smoking.
Tshishtemau is funded by Health Canada’s Federal
Tobacco Control Strategy and has been renewed for
2011-2012.
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The RCAAQ is once again this year collaborating closely with three
Native Friendship Centres on projects to promote gender equality
among youths. These three projects were successfully implemented
in Senneterre, Val-d’Or and Montreal, thus allowing urban Aboriginal
youths to gain more awareness about gender equality and to take
part in creative and original actions bringing out their own talents.
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OCKI

ODENA CURA
The RCAAQ is participating actively in the development and implementation of various projects under the Odena CURA, which it is
co-chairing. The RCAAQ is present and active in each of the CURA’s
governance structures, allowing the Native Friendship Centre
Movement to make known its social and political concerns to researchers, as well as to help steer the research and maximize the
results of our involvement in this CURA.
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RESEARCH

Since January 2010, the RCAAQ has taken part in about ten work
sessions with the different partners of the CURA (meetings of different
work committees, the executive committee, the steering committee, etc.). The CURA held its most recent annual general meeting this
past April 14 in Montreal.
Most of the research projects developed during the first year of the
CURA are currently: 1) in the start-up phase or 2) underway.

The ODENA CURA has four research objectives:
1. Trace out an overall portrait of the social, economic, cultural, political and legal situation of urban Aboriginal people in order to
acquire new indicators and mechanisms for the planning of actions;
2. Characterize and evaluate the practices and programs at each
Centre for purposes of modelling services and strengthening capacities;
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4. Identify the conditions for a new form of citizen participation
and promote collective Aboriginal action.
Each of these objectives is divided into research projects, each of
which is unique in terms of its work team, research theme, objectives, expected results, calendar, budget, work accomplished, etc.
The RCAAQ thus conducts ongoing and fully-detailed monitoring of
the activities of this CURA. The participation of the RCAAQ will intensify even more in the coming weeks and months due to the start-up
of new research projects.
Examples of research projects:
Objective 1 : 
Statistical portrait of the Aboriginal population in
Quebec (underway)
	
Social mapping: Preliminary results were presented at the
General Meeting of April 2011. This social mapping will allow
us to rethink and redefine the territories served by the Native
Friendship Centres.   
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3. Understand the current challenges in poverty, racism, discrimination, exclusion, inequality and insecurity in order to diversify
and consolidate interventions in social development;

	
Historical research on the presence of Aboriginal people
in Montreal and Gatineau; research student hired; political
data.
Objective 2: Site study (in start-up phase).
	A major study, piloted by Daniel Thomas – ethnographical
and institutional portrait of the entire Native Friendship Centre
movement, including each Centre and association. The
leadership at each Centre will work in close collaboration
with the researchers (summer of 2011).   
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Objective 1: H
 istorical portrait of the presence of Aboriginal people
in Quebec’s cities (in start-up phase).

Objectives 3 and 4 include a wide variety of research projects the
organization of which will be further specified in the coming weeks.
Finally, we note also that the CURA research programming is still subject to small changes (e.g., the RCAAQ was added to the list of studied sites under Objective 2).

Smoking
The RCAAQ took part in a day-long study session on smoking. This
roundtable, organized by the NAFC, served in particular to finalize
a new anti-smoking strategy and to develop and distribute an information kit on the impacts of smoking in the Aboriginal communities.
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The RCCAQ also participated in an important pan-Canadian study
on culturally adapted programs for diabetes prevention, screening
and treatment to which urban Aboriginal people currently have access. Piloted by the NAFC, this study will inventory and evaluate all
these programs. The final report on the study, which will also include
strategic and political recommendations, is scheduled for March
2012. The RCAAQ will also take part in work by the NAFC to create
a culturally relevant skills assessment tool urban Aboriginal people.
The RCAAQ has played an important role in adapting these tools for
use in Quebec.

Citizenship
Lastly, in the wake of the McIvor decision and the adoption of Bill C-3
(which came into effect on January 31, 2011), the RCAAQ took part in
a day-long study session on citizenship and membership. The NAFC
is now preparing a series of consultations (40 throughout Canada)
to understand the effects of the McIvor decision on Aboriginal identity. The RCAAQ will organize the consultations for Quebec in collaboration with some Native Friendship Centres. The study is under
preparation.
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Type II diabetes

REGROUPEMENT DES CENTRES D’AMITIÉ
AUTOCHTONES DU QUÉBEC
The RCAAQ is continuing with its work leading to financial autonomy
and citizen participation of Aboriginal people through its actions
to develop the social economy. This model of collective entrepreneurship represents an exceptional tool for economic development
seeing that it generates both economic and social wealth in keeping with our ancestral values.
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THE SOCIAL ECONOMY AT THE HEART OF
OUR ACTIVITIES IN 2010-2011

Our joint reflections led us to the creation of a social economy model that meets the aspirations, needs and socio-cultural characteristics of Aboriginal people and provides a space for collective action,
sharing and meeting, such as the Aboriginal Social Economy Circle
based on the social economy hubs of the Chantier de l’économie
sociale in Quebec.
The role of the Aboriginal Social Economy Circle is to:
•

Promote the practice of the social economy in the Aboriginal
setting;

•

Mobilize Aboriginal people around the social economy;

•

Consult Aboriginal people regarding the added value created
by the social economy;

•

Develop our vision for the social economy;

•

Promote the implementation of Aboriginal social economy
initiatives.
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Strategic planning 2010-2015
In 2010-2011, the RCAAQ finalized its five-year strategic planning in
order to strengthen our entrepreneurial capacities, thereby allowing
us to update our work in defining ourselves as social economy enterprises as part of the collective shift by the RCAAQ and the Native
Friendship Centres towards the social economy.
The Centre d’amitié autochtone de La Tuque completed its five-year
planning. Val-d’Or Native Friendship Centre also undertook a strategic planning process for specific components. The Native Friendship
Centre of Senneterre did a similar exercise. Finally, the RCAAQ supported two other Centres in their strategic planning.
This work also allowed us to identify and analyze the trends for the
coming years and to develop the RCAAQ’s needs concerning economic development. A new strategic component in economic development was developed as part of the permanent team at the
RCAAQ in order to expand our services and to meet the Centres’
needs.
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A new event, Days of the Aboriginal Social Economy (DASE) was
inaugurated in May 2010. It allowed partners and promotes to get
more information and training, to share their experiences and to
obtain support and accompaniment for developing our collective
social economy projects. DASE serves as an instructive and inspiring
forum and allows the emergence of new social economy initiatives
that meet the collective needs of all.

The RCAAQ is highly active in the social economy and sits on the
board of directors of the Comité Sectoriel de la Main d’œuvre,
Économie Sociale et Action Communautaire (CSMO ES AC).
Furthermore, its close partnership with the Chantier de l’économie
sociale led to its being given a seat on the executive committee of
the Chantier and to the appointment of a youth representative from
the RCAAQ to the youth committee of the Chantier.
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Citizen participation
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2010-2011 was a year for developing the leadership capacities of urban Aboriginal youths in Quebec as well as for providing them with
information and training on important issues. Activities and exploration sessions were held on various themes including: citizen participation, international issues, entrepreneurial culture, social economy, partnerships and gender equality.
In August 2010, the Urban Aboriginal Youth Council of our Native
Friendship Centre Movement carried out strategic planning. It was
an opportunity for the Aboriginal youths in Quebec cities to get together to discuss their concerns, the challenges they face and the
various issues affecting them. It also served to update the mission,
vision and values reflecting their situation in the urban context. With
all involved in the process, the Youth Council’s strategic directions
were identified for 2010-2015. Following this strategic planning, a
youth committee and the RCAAQ elaborated the youth action plan
for implementing the identified strategic directions. This action plan
was presented to and validated by all the members of the RCAAQ
Urban Aboriginal Youth Council in January 2011 during the provincial youth meeting at Wendake.
Furthermore, the youth director on the RCAAQ Board of Directors
took part in all decision-making bodies of the RCAAQ in 2010-2011
and attended, along with the youth representatives for the Quebec
Native Friendship Centres, the Annual General Meeting in October
2010. At the national level, the RCAAQ youth representative participated in the Annual General Meeting of the National Association of
Friendship Centres in Hinton, Alberta.
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YOUTH REPORT 2010-2011
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The Urban Aboriginal Youth Council had the opportunity once
again this year to take part in various activities concerning the social
economy. Following the shift to the social economy by the RCAAQ
in 2005, several projects were implemented, allowing youths to become involved in several ways. We now have a youth representative
on the youth committee of the Chantier de l’économie sociale. This
representative is fully involved in the work of this committee to give
voice to urban Aboriginal citizens and their aspirations regarding the
social and solidarity economy. The youths of the Movement are also
taking part in the meetings of the Aboriginal Social Economy Circle
which is allowing us to mobilize, discuss the issues and strengthen
our knowledge about collective Aboriginal practices for entrepreneurship in the social and solidarity economy.
For a second consecutive year, our partnership with the Office
Québec Amérique pour la Jeunesse (OQAJ) and the Chantier de
l’Économie sociale allowed us to carry out a second mission in
Building awareness of the collective entrepreneurial culture among
urban Aboriginal youth in Quebec to Chiapas in August 2010. The
goal of the project was to help these future leaders in the urban
setting to learn about social economy enterprises in an Indigenous
context. An urban Aboriginal youth delegation thus went to Mexico
where it met with Indigenous people to gain new
knowledge about collective entrepreneurship.
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Quebec Volunteer Awards

Mr. Doris Saint-Pierre, who is a member of the VDNFC Board of
Directors, was awarded the Prix Hommage Bénévolat-Québec in
recognition of his volunteer work.

Prix Sensibilisation à l’entrepreneuriat

Last year brought much well-deserved recognition to urban
Aboriginal youths in Quebec. Two projects led by the Aboriginal
youths of our Movement won awards. First, as part of the second
edition of the awards presented by Les Offices jeunesse internationaux du Québec (LOJIQ), the RCAAQ received the Prix Sensibilisation
à l’entrepreneuriat (award for promoting entrepreneurial awareness) for its mission allowing youths to visit the social economy enterprises of Indigenous people in Chiapas.

Gender Equality Award

Secondly, last March 16 at the Cabaret du Capitole in Quebec City,
the RCAAQ and the Centre d’amitié autochtone de Lanaudière
(CAAL) received the Prix Égalité Coup de cœur (fan favourite award)
for La Légende d’Aigle-Doré (the legend of the golden eagle) at
the Gala Égalité from Quebec’s Aboriginal Affairs Minister, Geoffrey
Kelley. This year marked the first time that Quebec’s Ministère de la
Culture, des Communications et de la Condition féminine invited
the public to select, from all categories, the project with the most
potential for improving gender equality.
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RECOGNITION FOR OUR MOVEMENT
IN 2010-2011

International Day of Peace 2010

T8aminik Rankin took part in the ceremonies held to mark
International Day of Peace last September 21. A protocolar meeting with Montreal mayor Gérald Tremblay was the first event to
take place. It was followed the next day by an activity at the United
Nations in New York. Accompanied by a delegation of 24 Canadian
youth ambassadors for peace, Mr. Rankin shook hands and spoke
briefly with UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon. Mr. Rankin is our
senator for Quebec and is a tremendous ambassador for peace
around the world.
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The CAAL project was also nominated for an award in the category
for best role model in promoting gender equality. Congratulations to
the CAAL and everyone who took part in this innovative and mobilizing project!

Rights and freedom awards 2010

In November 2010, the Val-d’Or Native Friendship Centre received
honourable mention from the jury at the Prix Droits et Libertés 2010
(rights and freedom awards) of the Commission des droits de la personne et des droits de la jeunesse du Québec. The VDNFC was given
this honour in recognition of its original awareness strategies in the
combat against racism. These strategies include in particular the signing of the “Declaration of Friendship between Peoples” and the
“Gabriel-Commanda Walk.”

They’re changing the world: 50 women of the year

Last January 12, the magazine Elle Québec published its annual list
for 2010 honouring 50 women for their remarkable achievements in
Quebec and the world through their boldness and talent. Visitors
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Le Nouvelliste: Headline makers

Le Nouvelliste, which is the daily newspaper in the Mauricie region,
published a report on January 31 about CAALT Executive Director
and RCAAQ Vice-President Christine Jean. The article described
her mission and actions as a spokesperson to denounce prejudice
against Aboriginal people. She also took part in a morning radio program on Radio-Canada and was featured in a report on Téléjournal
Mauricie. Mélanie Napartuk of the CAALT was named ‘headline
newsmaker’ by Le Nouvelliste and Radio-Canada on May 12, 2010.

YWCA Women of Distinction Awards
Marjolaine Étienne among the finalists

This past March 23, the Quebec City YWCA announced the 33 finalists for its Women of Distinction awards. They included Marjolaine
Étienne, the Executive Director of the Centre d’amitié autochtone de
Saguenay, as a finalist in the Public Service category. The purpose
of this category is to recognize active and influential women in public or semi-public organizations for their leadership role in positions
of power (elected or non-elected positions).

Desjardins Action Prize 2011
CAALT named as a finalist
The Centre d’amitié autochtone de La Tuque was a finalist in the
Social Economy category at the Gala Desjardins Action 2011. This
award is presented by the Chambre de commerce et d’industrie du
Haut-Saint-Maurice.
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to the website of Elle Québec were asked to select one of these 50
women. The winner of this vote was Édith Cloutier, President of the
RCAAQ and Executive Director of the VDNFC.

regroupement des centres d’amitié
autochtones du québec
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2010-2011
Mme Edith Cloutier, President
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MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
AND EMPLOYEES

Native Friendship Centre of Val d’Or

Mme Christine Jean, Vice-President
Centre d’amitié autochtone de La Tuque

Mme Jo-Ann Toulouse, Secretary-Treasurer
Cree Indian Centre of Chibougamau

Mme Martha Petiquay, Member
Centre d’amitié autochtone de Lanaudière

Mme. Josée Leblanc, Member
Centre d’amitié autochtone de Sept-Îles

Mme Annette Mathias, Member
Native Friendship Centre of Senneterre

M. Brett Pineau, Member
Native Friendship Centre of Montreal

Mme Marjolaine Étienne, Member
Centre d’amitié autochtone du Saguenay

Mme Karina Castonguay, Youth Member
Centre d’amitié autochtone de Sept-Îles
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Mme Josée Goulet
Executive Director
Mme Amélie Lainé
Programs Coordinator
Mme Julie Girard
Partnerships Coordinator (acting coordinator: Cécile Pachocinski)
Mme Patricia Auclair
Communication and Special Projects Coordinator
M. Sylvain Legault-Rankin
Economic Development Coordinator
M. Mathieu-Joffre Lainé
Research Agent
Mme Tanya Sirois
Accountant
Mme Marie-Pierre Lainé
Youth Development Officer
Mme Danielle Larose
Local Development Advisor
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TEAM 2010-2011

regroupement des centres d’amitié
autochtones du québec
Aboriginal partners

Assembly of First Nations of Quebec and Labrador (AFNQL) and its
commissions
•FNQLHSSC
• FNQLEDC
• FNQLSDI
• FNEC
• FNHRDCQ
• First Nations Youth Network
National Association of Friendship Centres (NAFC)
Quebec Native Women (QNW)
Native Para-Judicial Services of Quebec (NPJSQ)
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LIST OF PARTNERS

Civil society partners

Chantier de l’économie sociale
Comité sectoriel de la main-d’œuvre Économie sociale Action communautaire (CSMO ESAC)
Confédération des syndicats nationaux (CSN)
Institut du Nouveau Monde (INM)
Réseau des carrefours jeunesse-emploi du Québec (RCJEQ)
Union des municipalités du Québec (UMQ)

University partners

DIALOG Network
Institut national de recherche scientifique (INRS)
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Government of Quebec
Ministère de l’Éducation, des Loisirs et du Sport
Ministère de l’Emploi et de la Solidarité sociale
Ministère de la Santé et des Services sociaux
Ministère des Affaires municipales, Régionales et Occupation du
territoire
Secrétariat aux affaires autochtones
Secrétariat à la condition féminine
Secrétariat à la jeunesse

Government of Canada

Indian and Northern Affairs Canada
Public Health Agency of Canada
Canadian Heritage
Human Resources and Skill Development Canada
Service Canada
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Government partners

The Regroupement des centres d’amitié autochtones du Québec defends the rights
and interests of urban Aboriginal citizens and supports the Native Friendship Centres in
accomplishing their mission to improve the quality of life of urban Aboriginal people,
promote culture and foster mutual understanding between peoples.
The Native Friendship Centres in Quebec are located in Chibougamau, Val-d’Or, La
Tuque, Montreal, Senneterre, Quebec City, Joliette (Lanaudière), Sept-Îles, Saguenay and
Trois-Rivières, with the latter being a Centre under development

CAAS

autochtone du Saguenay

Telephone : (418) 842-6354

